Abstract-Advancement in micro/nano-technology has improved the development of bio-syncretic micro-manipulators. But there are still some challenges including the efficiency, precision and flexibility that constrain the application of micro-manipulators. In this work, a bio-tweezer system is proposed that could flexibly manipulate micro objects in three dimensions with opto-induced bio-actuation by high-density microorganisms. Based on the Langevin equation, a mathematical model considering the hydrodynamics and similar Brownian motion principle was proposed to analyze the performance of manipulation, and, was verified by implementing the experiments to move micro particles in the two-dimension plane and to rotate asymmetrical objects around one axis. This work is helpful for quantitative understanding of micro/nano-manipulation actuated by microorganisms.
I. INTRODUCTION
Extracting biology energy for actuating bio-syncretic micro-robot may provide a new clue for the development of robotics, based on the advantages of biology. In the aspect of energy, biology can transform the chemical energy into mechanical energy directly, and the efficiency is much higher than that in traditional robotic system. As reported, traditional electro-mechanical systems that are powered by electrical energy have a low transformation efficiency (< 30%) in mechanical work and thus lead to a large heat loss. In contrast, the muscles of animals harvest chemical energy at much higher efficiencies (≥50%) that is impossible from traditional actuators [1] . As to the intrinsic safety, the traditional electro-mechanics based robots are constituted of hard materials, such as metal materials, wire and so on. These would limit the application of the traditional robots in view of the safety, flexibility and ability of true human-robot interaction. These potential benefits of utilizing and controlling the unique capabilities of nature's robots across all length scales are enormous [2] , Arising the advantages, many researchers have attempt to develop bio-syncretic actuators and bio-syncretic manipulators for manipulating different Several groups have developed bacteria-propelled micro-swimmers to target tumor cells and to deliver therapeutic agents, such as drugs or magnetic nanoparticles for thermotherapy [3] [4] [5] . Also other groups have demonstrated micro bio-workers and bio-swimmers actuated by contractile cells such as cardiomyocytes, muscle cells and insect dorsal blood vessel (DV) tissue, for moving micro-structures [6] [7] [8] . For example, Kim et al. created a micro three-legged PDMS walker actuated by cardiomyocytes, which had an average speed of 86.8 µm/s [9] . It was also demonstrated that the walker can move micro objects more effectively by adhering some micro particle onto the walker. To manipulating micro-object, researchers have performed bio-syncretic micro-robots actuated by biology cells. Kabumoto et al. developed a remote electricity-controlled micro-gripper system actuated by a strip of skeletal muscle tissue [10, 11] . The micro-manipulator received electricity signals remotely from an operator, which guides the motion of the gripper. Martel and Mohammadi realized an active transportation and assembly of micro-bricks with a group of magnetotactic bacteria that are steered by magnetic grade fields [12] .
Although lots of amazing results about micro bio-manipulators have been achieved recently, most of these researches mainly focus on the motion of the objects actuated by bio-syncretic manipulators, and they are lack of theoretical models to describe and analyze the actuation mechanism, so they can hardly quantitatively control the motion performance of the object, such as speed and turning. In addition, most of these systems are not able to realize flexible manipulation, and adhesion and separation between the bio-actuators and cargoes are unrepeatable and require high-density cells to ensure enough actuation force to manipulate objects.
In this study, we demonstrate a bio-tweezer actuated by phototaxic algae as micro-manipulator system, which can manipulate micro-objects flexibly without the requirement of large concentration of cells and the troublesome work to load and separate objects. In this work, the polystyrene microbeads and single asymmetrical micro-structure were moved in two-dimension plane for drug delivery and assembling complicated organizations by the bio-tweezer. In addition, one dimensional rotation of single micro-gear was realized for harnessing the power generated by biology to carry out electric energy or mechanical energy, such as micro mixer, in systems outside the cells. was verified by the simulation using MATLAB. This work will help to analyze other bacteria actuation work and lay the foundation for the development of bio-syncretic robotics.
II. INTRODUCTION OF ALGAE
As to the current bio-syncretic micro-manipulators, two types of cells that can be used as motor are motile muscle cells and microorganisms. Muscle cells contract in response to an electric stimulus and have been commonly used to actuate soft microstructures [13] . Motile microorganisms are driven by biomolecular motors, producing a propulsive force that allows them to swim through fluidic environments or glide on surfaces [14] . They are mostly as bio-hybrid micro-transporters [15] . Comparing these motile cells, the Mammalian cells also require frequent exchange of culture media and are highly vulnerable to infection if not maintained in a sterile environment [13] . While, microorganisms can survive in a wide range of environmental conditions. Some microorganisms can live in environments with temperatures greater than 1000C, and others can grow in pH values as low as 2 or as high as 11.5 [16] . Microorganisms also only require simple nutrients (e.g., glucose) for growth [17] . Therefore, the microorganisms are more suitable as the micromanipulator motors for large range application in various micro/nano technology field. So far, many kinds of microorganisms have been adopt to as the bio motors. These include flagellated bacterial species, such as Escherichia coli, Serratia marcescens, Salmonella typhimurium, Vibio alginolyticus, Bacillus subtilis, strains of magnetotacic bacteria, and gliding bacterial species, such as Mycoplasma mobile. In addition to bacterial cells, strains of protozoa, such as Paramecium caudatum, Vorticella convallaria, and Tetrahymena pyriformis, and strains of algae, such as Chlamydomonas reinhardtii (CR) [18] . For obtaining stronger actuation force for manipulating micro structures effectively, and safe enough for most objects, the algae CR and Pandorina morum (PM) were selected as the actuators.
CR cells are approximately spherical in geometry and 10 μm in diameter; they have two flagella (12 um long) for locomotion [19, 20] . PM cells are multicellutar microorganism, each cell in a coenobium is composed by a nucleus, an eyespot and a pair of flagellum. Their volume are bigger than CR cells, so the actuation force is stronger. But the swimming speed of PM cells is slower than CR cells. This two kinds of cells all display chemotactic, phototactic, geotactic, and gyrotactic behavior; in principle, all of these phenotypes can be used to guide the motion of cells [21] . In this work, we used the phototropism of algae cells to realize the manipulation that motile cells transported and turned loads.
III. DRIVING METHODS
The fundamental of this bio-tweezer manipulation stage was adopting the phototropism of algae cells, which are phototactic over a range of intensity from 10 11 to 10 15 quanta·cm -2 ·sec -1 at λ=500nm [20] . The response time for algae cells is less than 1 second. So, the LEDs with a diameter of 5mm, and the wavelength is maximum centered at about 505nm, were adopted as the optical source. Then the light beam was focused to a light-spot with diameter of 1mm through a lens x20 for controlling the group of swimming cells.
The objective table was moved to enable the relative motion between the group of cells and the chip, to manipulate the objects expectedly. The structure sketch of the bio-tweezer manipulation system is consisted of a LED, a focus lens, a cells culturing chip for manipulating the micro-structures by living swimming cells, an objective table for moving the relative location of the light spot to the chip, an inverted microscope for observing experiment, and a high speed CCD for electronic display recording (Fig. 1) . According to the phototropism of algae cells, the area where the light focus on, the concentration of the swimming cells is higher than other areas, as the shown in Fig. 1 . When the objective table was moved in two dimension plane, the light point would move relatively on the chip. Then, because of the phototropism of algae cells, the concentrative group of swimming cells would also move following the moving light-spot. Based on this mechanism, the system have two manipulation mode: light-spot leading mode and geometry leading mode.
In light-spot leading bio-tweezer mode, the light was focus on the object firstly. Because of the phototropism of algae cells, the manipulated object would be surrounded by more and more swimming cells, which were treated as many micro-robots, which can move following the slow-moving light-spot. In this process, these slow-swimming micro-robot can drive the micro-structure in the group of cells together, to following the slow-moving light-spot, as shown in figure 2 (1). The advantages of this kind of manipulation mode were that the manipulated object wouldn't be special, both symmetrical and antisymmetric micro structures can be manipulated. And the manipulation is flexible, only focusing the light-spot on different object and controlling the light-spot moving along different directions, we could manipulate different micro-structure move to any location. The disadvantages of light-spot leading mode were that the speed of moving was slow, because of the response time of the cells. In additional, the manipulated object must be surface treated for non-stick to the cellular surface, considering the flexible manipulation.
As to geometry leading bio-tweezer mode, it's based on the same principle to the first mode for concentrating cells around the manipulated object. The difference is that in this manipulation mode, the object should be antisymmetric, so, the predefined geometry of the manipulation would move along the expecting direction, according to the local fierce similar Brownian movement arise from the local concentration of the random swimming cells. For keeping the continuous fierce similar brown force, the light-spot must follow to focus on the moving micro-structure, as Fig. 2(2) shown. The advantages than others current flagellated bacteria actuation of this manipulation were that this method don't need a high densities swimming cells to actuate the antisymmetric micro-structure to move, because of the function of light gradient generated by the following light-spot. In contrast, the other current related works need centrifugation and resuspension the actuation cells to obtain a high-density cells for enough actuation force [22] . 
IV. THE THEORETICAL MODEL OF BIO-TWEEZER MANIPULATION ASYMMETRIC OBJECT

A. Motion analysis
The micro object can move in liquid was mainly based on the influence actuation from the random collision force of swimming microorganisms and the liquid resistance from the liquid drag. According to the dynamic balance and the micro force act on the moving micro structures, the Langevin equation was adopted to describe this motion process, which was the same as Brownian motion of particle [23] . 
Where x is the position of the particle; m is the particle's mass; the first term on the right side represents the liquid drag, μ is the liquid viscosity, rp is the particle's radius; the second term on the right is Brown force (FB).
As to the bio-tweezer manipulation, the total collision actuation force (FTA) of swimming microorganisms toke the role of FB in (1), the liquid drag resistance can be divided into two parts: the frontal resistance (Rp) that was from the relative motion liquid, and the friction (Rf) that was produced at the interaction surfaces between the the moving structures and the shrouding liquid, as shown in Fig. 3 . Fig. 3 . Diagram of the motion analysis of the micro object manipulated by bio-tweezer.
So, the Langevin equation considering the hydrodynamics and similar Brownian motion principle forms as:
As to the actuation force, the swimming of microorganisms in micro scale can be regarded as random motion. Then, the object manipulated by microorganisms would move in the collision force of the swimming cells, as shown in Fig. 4 . The mean collision force of a single swimming cell could be described as Fsingle. Therefore, the equation describing statistic total collision force (Ftotal) acting on a plane of the object was described as:
Where N is the statistic total number of the swimming cells acting on a plane of the object.
Considering that the microorganisms colliding surface of object was similar to the liquid molecules colliding the object, so, the hydrodynamics was adopted into the analyzing. The actuation force Ftotal of group microorganisms in one direction was described as:
Where Cd is the geometry effect coefficient of the Ftotal on the frontal area of the object [24] .
The size of the micro structure is as the Fig. 4 , the thick is d. The actuation force in two dimension can be normalized into rectangular plane coordinate system as the Fig. 4 . Because of the symmetry on both sides of y axis, so F3 was equal to F4, the total force on x axis was zero. According to (4), the total actuation force (FTA) on y axis could be described as:
Where the Cd1 (1.28) and Cd2 (0.3) were the geometry effect coefficient of the actuation force on plane and cylndrical surface respectively; n is the concentration of microorganisms for actuating the object. 
B. Drag analysis
The total drag that the micro object bearing could be divided into two parts, pressure resistance and friction between the structure and liquid as figure 3. The pressure resistance and the frictional resistance are described as follow:
Where, Cd3=Cd2, Cf is the frictional resistance coefficient, S1 is the upstream area, S2 is the friction area of the object and the liquid, ρ is the liquid density. As to laminar flow, the frictional resistance can be described as:
The Reynolds number Re is defined as:
Where, v is the moving velocity of the object; V is the kinematic viscosity coefficient of the liquid; Lw is the length of the swimmer's waterline.
Combing the (2), (5), (6) and (7), the motion of the manipulated object could be described as the following equation, and the constant velocity v could be solved in defining dv/dt=0.
V. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS ANALYSIS
A. Cell culture
The algae cells and the relevant culture medium were purchased from Freshwater Algae Culture Collection at the Institute of Hydrobiology, FACHB-collection. CR and PM were grown in Selenite Enrichment (SE) culture medium in 25C 0 atmosphere with the light intensity 2000Lux every 12 hours. And the culture bottle should be shaken two times every day.
B. Fabrication of chip and micro structures
Based on the experimental requirements and the processing method, the macro and simple parts were fabricated by molding approach for rapid fabrication of chip and micro half-cylinder structures, as shown in Fig. 5 . Briefly, the geometric structure was designed with computer-aided design software. The mold of polymethyl methacrylate (PMMA) was manufactured by mini-type miller (ROLAND EGX-400, Japan). PDMS (10:1) was poured onto the mold and cured thermally (75 0 C) for 4 hour, the micro-structure was detached from the mold carefully. (2), (5) the models of the chips for manipulating objects; (3), (6) the photos of manipulation chips.
C. Passivating objects and manipulation chips
Because of the surface electricity potential field and surface characteristic on the microorganism membrane surface and the different materials' surface. Cells could rapidly adsorb on different kinds of materials, such as polystyrene (PS) and PDMS. For manipulating objects flexibly, the chips and objects must be passivated for avoiding adsorbing with swimming cells. The materials treatment process was following. 1) The chips and the object for manipulating were washed twice using deionized water; 2) The clean chips and structures were disinfected three times with 75% ethyl alcohol; 3) These sterile structures were dried by high purity nitrogen gas; 4) The chips and objects were transferred into ion cleaning machine to treated with oxygen plasma for 5 min in 20 Pa; 5) the hydrophilic structures were washed with phosphate buffer saline (PBS, Hyclone); 6) then, the chips and objects were incubated in 5% Albumin from bovine serum (BSA in PBS buffer, purchased from Sigma) for 8 hour in 4 0 C. This process would provide an excellent surface for manipulation flexibly.
D. Light-spot leading bio-tweezer manipulation mode
For verifying the light-spot leading bio-tweezer manipulation mode, the stronger algae cells were adopted to manipulate pretreated PS particle 5 μm in diameter to move in manipulation chip as shown in Fig. 5(3) . In the first place, the phototaxis of algae was demonstrated in the experimental optical source. With turning on the optical source, the PM cells in small density cells suspension could concentrate at the location of light-spot for generating enough similar Brown force to manipulate objects. Then, when the optical source was turned off, the intensive cells would disperse in a short time (about ten seconds) for releasing the cargo and manipulating other objects flexibly, as shown in Fig. 6 . The PS particles pretreated by BSA were added into the left bath of the passivated PDMS chip at the concentration of 250 ml -1 . After 5 min for equanimity, the light-spot was controlled to move slowly of the through the channel in the culturing chip, the objects can following the track of the light-spot under the actuating force by swimming PM. (Fig. 7) But, because the limitation of light-spot size, the particle couldn't be manipulated accurately. With the development of optical system and control stage device, this problem would be overcome in the further study. In the further, the bigger objects would be manipulated by multiple swimming cells as Fig. 2(1) shows. 
E. Geometry leading bio-tweezer manipulation mode
For carrying out the experiments to verify the geometry leading bio-tweezer manipulation mode and the corresponding theory model, both unicellular CR and multicellular PM algal cells were adopted as the actuators to manipulate different geometry micro objects. On the one side, the half-cylinder micro structure pretreated by BSA, the same geometry as the theory analyzing in Fig. 3 , has be fabricated for demonstrating the feasibility of geometry leading bio-tweezer manipulation relative big object by swimming fast microorganisms, such as CR cells in pretreated manipulation chip.
On the other side, based on the mathematical model, the micro gears with different geometry effect coefficient (Cd) on the both sides of one teeth were manipulation in a rotation dimension. The FA acting on each side of one teeth was different because of the different Cd arising from the asymmetrical geometry on each side of a teeth based on the hydromechanics, as shown in Fig. 8 . According to (5) , the FTA would actuate the gear to rotate widdershins. For getting enough manipulation force to rotate the micro gears, the strong PM swimming cells would be adopted. In order to limit the two dimension move and obtain more rotation, the objected gears should been trapped in the micro wells, as shown in Fig. 5(6) . When the light-spot was focused in a well, the concentration of swimming cells in the well would higher and higher, to get enough FTA for manipulation object in the well. The micro-gear with different Cd could rotate by the manipulation of photo-induced high density swimming cells. The experiments and the quantitative analysis of the relationship between the rate and parameters, such as light intensity and structure size, would be research in the further work.
VI. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
Bio-syncretic actuators are a new trend of manipulator research to overcome the challenge faced by the traditional electro-mechanical systems. This work proposed the bio-tweezer, which is a 3D manipulator actuated by microorganisms collected and controlled by light-spot, and can realize manipulating object motion on 2D plane and rotation at 1D axis repeatedly and flexibly. In additional, the mathematical model based on the Langevin equation considering the hydrodynamics was created to analyze the motion performance of the manipulation. Then, the experiments on light-spot leading bio-tweezer manipulation mode was realized to manipulate PS particles. The experiments on shape leading bio-tweezer manipulation mode was designed based on the theoretical model for the further work. This study is important for the development of micro/nano technology and bio-syncretic robotics on various fields such as micro assembling, micro manufacture, micro electron, minimally invasive surgery, drug delivery, bioelectrogenesis and so on. And, the theoretical model would help to guide and analyze the other researches on microorganisms actuation.
